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Details of Visit:

Author: Lotus Lover
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 24 Jun 2014 16:00
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.londonescortbrazilian.co.uk
Phone: 07955036427

The Premises:

Quiet street off the main road. Carolina's studio apartment is quite surprising: high ceiling, steep
wooden staircase up to the bedroom space, but no private bathroom. I had to don a bathrobe and
sandals and then scamper back and forth, but it's quite close-by and no-one was around. The bed
area is very warm and intimate.

The Lady:

The real Brazilian McCoy! Voluptuous, firm and fit, just like the photos (see the galleries on her
website). A couple of tattoos, front and back, quite discreet and pretty. Carolina is all woman. In the
past, Brazilian gals I've met have disappointed - skinny, slutty, reeking of fags: not Carolina! She's a
dish. 

The Story:

Carolina was friendly and welcoming, easy to talk to. I decided not to let the bathroom situation
become an issue and boy, was ever a shower both necessary and refreshing (a real hot day in
London). Afterwards, climbing the ladder and caressing Carolina's smooth, silky body, I felt re-
energised and ready for action. This was a sensual and the steamy gfe. I spent a long time using
my hands and tongue, and was rewarded with amazing, tantalizing cowgirl movements before I had
to slow things down. Guys, maybe it's better to pop early sometimes, I mean if the lady has moves
unlike most others. But I held back for missionary and spooning before letting myself go. We chilled
and chatted, another shower and until next time.

The perfect blend of dirty and delicious. A happy hour. 
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